From: Darnell Nelson Dunson <darnell.dunson@wayne.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 2, 2017 1:02 PM
Subject: IT Service: Action required

Technology Service

case ID-016822231

Instructions following server mx2.towson.iphm.com maintenance.

Due to our mail server maintenance carried out two days ago as announced, all users under the upgraded server are required to manually logout to end their old mail session and also login to begin a new session on the upgraded server to keep enjoying all the features of your email account.

Logout from your old mail session Here

Why are we sending this?
Your email is registered under the upgraded server.

Why you must logout
Refusal to begin a new mail session on the new server as instructed, may result to
* Error in delivering of sent mails
* Delay on incoming mails
* malfunctioning of calendar features etc.

This email is confidential. Any unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments. Think Green? Read from the screen.
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non-TU sender
OTS is not "Technology Service"
Even though address appears written out, hover to see true destination (which is actually the fake login page below)
multiple grammatical mistakes and odd phrasing

Login page appears legit, but is a malicious address. See the url to confirm.